The covid-19 pandemic has resulted in a paradigm shift for many organizations. In IT service there lies
tough questions on how agile software teams can continue being agile with remote workforce and
recognize, rearrange their short term and long-term priorities when it comes to delivering software in
VUCA world.

Agile teams need to adapt to the
new normal, and ensure high levels
of efficiency, productivity, employee
connect despite operating out of
remote, distributed environments.

This POV (point of view) throws
light on 6 trends seen and practiced
by different teams practicing agile
software development in a
distributed remote environments.

~70% of respondents acknowledge an increase in Technical
& Social debts due to pandemic imposed remote interactions &
absence of trust + rapport amongst team members.
Inability to deal with multiple perspectives coming from
different stakeholders

Failing to realize the big picture – ending up taking the easier
route or ‘shortcut’ to get the desired results

• Established a forum to acknowledge & measure the Technical/Social
debt

• Recorded perspectives from individual team members & underlying
thinking
• Arrived at the most beneficial solution to be implemented in a time
bound fashion (i.e., implement these 3 steps in each scrum)

Increased sense of shared beliefs/purpose is important among team members

40%

Strongly Agree

49%

Agree

9%

No Opinion

“It was much easier earlier as people were in one room and focused
on the topic. Now in virtual modes, they are multi-tasking or partially
switched off, not knowing what others are doing, & not following the
specs as required which ends up in technical debt. Time constraints
may force developers go for a frugal solutions like as a shortcut. This
will increase the Technical debt which may create budget constraints
for Version 2’s implementation”

1%

Disagree

- Product Owner

1%

Strongly Disagree

N:1000
Technical Debt:

*Social Debt :

Implied cost of additional rework caused by choosing an easy solution over a effective one

The result of “accumulated” decisions by multiple parties involved, which fail to achieve consensus.

Most common, yet unresolved challenges faced by Agile
software developers working from home in the pandemic revolve
around the following:
• Collaboration across different development/environments/
IDEs
• Communication across distributed teams in different time
zones
• Quality assurance, Centralized version control & security
compliance
All of the above together makes it difficult to scale & integrate
software's developed

Standardization with respect to the tools (communication, collaboration) used,
setting KPIs (Code reviews, Progress tracking) and having with extended teams
will ensure the following:
• Agility (connecting everyone and everything, everywhere)
• Scope management (one standard tool to track progress & continuous over
time)
Thus enabling quicker development of software capable of delivering instant
frictionless value on a large scale.

Key challenges with increasing agile software development projects in the pandemic

10%

Compliance & Security

15%

Fragmented tooling

23%

Insufficient change management capabilities

43%

Increasing cross-functional collaboration

N:1000

“Documentation is needed to be in Industry standard so that new team
members can understand what is happening in the project. If there is
no standardization, valuable time is lost in assimilating to the project”

- Scrum master

Pandemic brought in major shifts in consumer behavior
necessitating the product owner to serve as customer proxy
and considering the following:
Product owners are now increasingly spending their time & effort on
• New behavior patterns
• Right channels of engagement (browser, mobile app and
voice)
• Cloud-native application architecture
This entails continuous market research and user feedback to
guide the next iteration.

• Market analysis, creation of a product roadmap & course corrections in
response to changing (or better understood) customer expectations and
market conditions.
• Provide support for innovation – being the change agents.
• Instilling empathy and support for engineers as they work through professional
and personal stress in the wake of pervasive change.

From an investment perspective, which of the following are the most important areas?

10%

Reimagine the customer journey

15%

Drive agile culture change

“Requirements has changed. Number of tasks in product owner's
basket has increased exponentially. During pandemic, product owner
has to take up additional responsibilities as teams welfare has taken
priority.”

30%

Train teams in agile ways of working

- LoB Head

45%

Invest in product mgr/owner roles

N:1000

Around 65% of respondents of business & senior
developers opine that stress on achieving more (productivity)
with lesser resources in an virtual/hybrid working environment
calls for reducing human dependencies in resource/time
intensive processes.

• Adoption of rapid and simple no- code app development platforms, digital
process automation and collaborative work management tools help reduce
dependencies and add to agility/productivity
• Enterprises that embraced low/no-code platforms, and digital process
automation, reacted faster and more effectively than firms relying only on
traditional development.

No / Low code development market is set to grow 23% to nearly $14 billion driven by pandemic
related compulsions.
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“Because the requirement is simpler and resistance against the
subscription model of many software's, No code software's are gaining
importance”
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Low-Code Development Technologies Revenue (Millions of U.S. Dollars) (Source: Gartner)

- LoB Head

Apart from Collaboration, multiple schedules & communication
challenges, Collaboration tax* emerges as a cost head as
teams grapple to use project management tools and processes
that were designed for a completely different business
environment. In a remote post pandemic agile world, the resulting
friction is steadily increasing, probably to a breaking point.

Other than communication & collaboration challenges what else impacts day to day productivity?

• 82% of the respondents say that funding models are evolving. Learning to
recognize the new see investment as an iterative test-and-learn cycle.
• Redesigning processes and governance structures that would help with
making team spend time more effectively are being adopted. Organizations
are looking at making the modus operandi (recording, tracking, monitoring,
task management etc.) all that accounts as ‘the governance structures’
guiding agile software development to be lighter, easier and more efficient.

Future funding will be incremental, following a "minimum viable product" based approach

Strongly Disagree
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Lack of talent or skills

33%

Legacy systems and thinking

53%

Business tools/process not aligned with Agile

N:1000
Collaboration Tax is the additional time and cost incurred due to working in virtual environments
and time zones making team work more tedious and time consuming
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“Terrible tools & associated policies (pre-pandemic era) make us
waste a lot of time in recording the work done, we end up spending
more time in recording activities than actually working.”

- Software Dev Engineer

•

Remote Agile development and transition highlighted a need
for a changed leadership approach.

•

This leadership style requires an individual to demonstrate
characteristics such as empathy, listening, stewardship, and
commitment to the personal growth of others.

• Leaders adopt a balanced approach of empowerment, stronger boundaries
and closer connect with the teams to ensure creating the right context for selforganization.

• Flexible structures and operating models are embraced for speed and
efficiency.
• Failure is an inevitable part of this approach. During a remote agile transition,
leaving the comfort zone, taking an acceptable risk should be rewarded.

Over the course of last 12 – 18 months, leaders have exhibited servant leadership
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“Actual management happens through scrum leaders. They need to handle additional overloads such as consoling team members on not just technical but
emotional / personal aspects, managing their well being and allowing them to re-invent their working styles given the pandemic induced challenges etc.”

– Scrum master
*Servant leadership is a leadership philosophy in which the goal of the leader is to serve.
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